Introducing the New Regional Community Earth System Model, R-CESM
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ABSTRACT: The development of high-resolution, fully coupled, regional Earth system model systems is important for improving our understanding of climate variability, future projections, and extreme events at regional scales. Here we introduce and present an overview of the newly developed Regional Community Earth System Model (R-CESM). Different from other existing regional climate models, R-CESM is based on the Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2) framework. We have incorporated the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model and Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) into CESM2 as additional components. As such, R-CESM can be conveniently used as a regional dynamical downscaling tool for the global CESM solutions or/and as a standalone high-resolution regional coupled model. The user interface of R-CESM follows that of CESM, making it readily accessible to the broader community. Among countless potential applications of R-CESM, we showcase here a few preliminary studies that illustrate its novel aspects and value. These include 1) assessing the skill of R-CESM in a multiyear, high-resolution, regional coupled simulation of the Gulf of Mexico; 2) examining the impact of WRF and CESM ocean–atmosphere coupling physics on tropical cyclone simulations; and 3) a convection-permitting simulation of submesoscale ocean–atmosphere interactions. We also discuss capabilities under development such as (i) regional refinement using a high-resolution ROMS nested within global CESM and (ii) “online” coupled data assimilation. Our open-source framework (publicly available at https://github.com/ihesp/rcesm1) can be easily adapted to a broad range of applications that are of interest to the users of CESM, WRF, and ROMS.
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Earth system models (ESMs), in which different components such as atmosphere, land, ocean, sea ice, biogeochemistry, and river runoff interact with each other, are the most comprehensive tools to understand and predict the Earth’s weather (minutes to days) and climate (seasons to centuries) systems. Due to computational costs, current global ESMs are often configured with coarse horizontal resolutions but usually have multiple ensemble members, and are typically designed to study climatic evolution (e.g., Kay et al. 2015). In contrast, regional ESMs are configured with much higher resolution and dedicated to either weather applications or high-resolution dynamical downscaling of climate information from coarse-resolution global models, and most do not contain active ocean components (e.g., Giorgi 2019; Gutowski et al. 2020). The global and regional ESMs differ in many other aspects, including available component models, resolved and parameterized physics, and model framework. Given the ever-increasing demand for high-resolution regional weather and climate information for decision and policy making, it is desirable to have a system where one can switch seamlessly from global to regional and weather to climate applications. This is the primary motivation for us to develop and introduce the Regional Community Earth System Model (R-CESM).

Existing approaches to bridge the gap between global and regional ESMs involve methods such as running global models at a uniform high-resolution, regional mesh refinement, and downscaling from global to regional ESMs. Advances in supercomputing have made it possible to run global models on grids that permit tropical cyclones (TCs) and ocean eddies for long climate time scales (e.g., Kirtman et al. 2012; Delworth et al. 2012; Small et al. 2014; Chang et al. 2020; Roberts et al. 2020). However, these simulations are so far somewhat rare and very computationally expensive, and the grid resolutions may still be insufficient to fully resolve the gridscale forcing and processes (e.g., complex topography and bathymetry) and dynamical evolutions at regional scales. Mesh refinement (where the spatial resolution can be made higher over an area of interest) is a relatively new technique available only in a few models. The most common method is downscaling the global model results with regional models, which is the approach taken here. However, we have identified at least four aspects that are needed in an advanced regional modeling system which are not addressed in existing systems:
1) Model physics consistency: The schemes and formulations used to parameterize physical processes (e.g., air–sea fluxes, planetary boundary layer, cloud microphysics, and convection) are different between the global and regional models.

2) Modeling framework: The absence of community-based coupling software in some models makes it difficult to add new component models. In some cases, there is an air–sea flux consistency issue because the component models compute fluxes independently instead of using a common flux field computed either in a coupler or any of the individual component models.

3) Two-way interaction: Typically, the global models influence the regional models through lateral boundary conditions (one-way), without any feedback from the regional models to the global models.

4) Coupled data assimilation: Data assimilation capacities inherited from uncoupled systems cannot directly fit in a coupled system; the lack of coupled data assimilation system tends to degrade the prediction ability of a regional ESM forecast system.

To advance ESMs and help overcome these issues, R-CESM has been developed jointly by the Texas A&M University (TAMU), the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), and the Ocean University of China (OUC). R-CESM is based on the latest infrastructure of the Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2; Danabasoglu et al. 2020) and its Common Infrastructure for Modeling the Earth (CIME) framework. Furthermore, R-CESM includes non-standard CESM2 components, i.e., the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS; Haidvogel et al. 2008; Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005) for the ocean and the Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF; Skamarock et al. 2008) for the atmosphere. The CIME infrastructure allows users to swap with ease between the global model (CESM2) and regional models.

The main scope of this paper is to introduce this newly developed R-CESM to the research community and showcase its versatility in studying various Earth systems across different temporal and spatial scales. We start with an overview of the system in the next section. The “R-CESM special features” section highlights particular features of R-CESM that distinguish it from other regional systems. The “R-CESM applications” section describes illustrative simulations of the broad range of applications, including a 9-yr simulation of regional climate in the Gulf of Mexico to examine long-term stability of the R-CESM, TC simulations with different air–sea flux parameterizations, and a high-resolution simulation to explore submesoscale air–sea interactions in the Kuroshio Extension. Then we describe two ongoing efforts: (i) embedding of ROMS within CESM to facilitate the communication between regional and global models, and (ii) development of an “online” coupled data assimilation capability within R-CESM for regional climate predictions. This is followed by a summary in the final section.

R-CESM system overview

In this section, the main R-CESM framework is introduced. More details on key features will be given in the “R-CESM special features” section, and details of the configurations of R-CESM component models and model experiments are given in appendix A.

The parent system CESM2. The CESM2 system, which the R-CESM is based on, has seven global prognostic component models for ocean, atmosphere, land, sea ice, land ice, waves, and river runoff (Danabasoglu et al. 2020). These prognostic components can be swapped for their data versions to run a certain model component subject to specified forcings, e.g., an atmosphere-only simulation forced by the observed ocean state. In CESM2, the component models communicate using the coupler component provided by CIME infrastructure (Danabasoglu et al. 2020; see also section “CIME” for more details).
The CESM surface flux formulas and algorithms were originally designed for long climate simulations to study large-scale and usually low-frequency climate dynamics [e.g., climate variability and climate change applications (Gent et al. 2011; Hurrell et al. 2013; Kay et al. 2015; Danabasoglu et al. 2020) and paleo-climate applications (Otto-Bliesner et al. 2016)] on coarse grids (~1° horizontal resolution), with the aim of conserving properties such as heat and freshwater over climate time scales (Bryan et al. 1996). As such, less emphasis was placed on representation of extremes and synoptic events. It is not yet known whether the current CESM surface flux scheme is adequate and effective in simulating extreme events at high resolution, and the R-CESM approach provides an effective way to investigate this problem as will be shown below.

Adding WRF and ROMS to CESM. When using CESM2 in a typical configuration, all the component models are global. The R-CESM approach adds two regional component models to the CESM2/CIME framework: WRF for the atmosphere and ROMS for the ocean. In the R-CESM implementation, WRF, ROMS, and CLM4 (Community Land model, version 4; Lawrence et al. 2019) are coupled using the CIME implemented coupler (other CESM2 components are planned to be incorporated in the future). As is standard in the CESM2/CIME framework, surface fluxes over land are calculated by the land component model (CLM4) and passed to WRF through the coupler. Over the oceans, however, R-CESM can either calculate surface fluxes using the standard flux scheme in CESM2/CIME or employ WRF’s built-in surface layer schemes which are communicated to ROMS through the coupler (Fig. 1a). Thus, in R-CESM, users have the flexibility to use air–sea flux calculation schemes of their choice while keeping other model physics the same.

The major changes made to the original ROMS and WRF source codes are the addition of a wrapper code that allows them to interface with the CESM2/CIME framework. For ROMS, these include (i) bypassing surface forcing inputs and surface air–sea flux calculations within ROMS, (ii) sending sea surface temperature (SST) and surface current velocities through the coupler, and (iii) receiving surface fluxes and surface pressure from the coupler. When using the CESM flux scheme to calculate air–sea fluxes, the changes in WRF source code include (i) bypassing surface layer scheme within WRF; (ii) sending temperature, humidity, winds (on the lowest model level), surface downward radiative fluxes, and surface pressure to the coupler; and (iii) receiving turbulent fluxes and stability parameters from the coupler.

As some of the variables required by the WRF planetary boundary layer parameterization schemes were not diagnosed and readily available in the CESM flux scheme (e.g., bulk Richardson number and momentum roughness length), the coupler source code is modified to enable these outputs (see appendix B for details). As such, the CESM flux scheme can be paired with the WRF built-in planetary boundary layer scheme. Similar modifications are incorporated in the atmosphere–land flux calculations in CLM4 to get the required variables for the WRF physics parameterization schemes.

In summary, the key aspects of the R-CESM air–sea flux schemes are

1) consistent surface flux calculations for both ocean and atmospheric components, irrespective of air–sea flux scheme choices (WRF or CESM scheme), and
2) availability of the CESM air–sea flux scheme in WRF, making R-CESM an ideal testbed to validate and tune CESM atmosphere physics parameterizations at very high resolutions.

R-CESM special features. Several existing regional coupled modeling systems use WRF and ROMS (or alternative regional-specific models) as their atmosphere and ocean components. They were developed with particular applications in mind: for example, nearshore regions including surface waves and sediment transport (Warner et al. 2010), TCs (e.g., Chen et al. 2010;
Smith et al. 2013), regional climate variability (e.g., Xie et al. 2007; Seo et al. 2007; Ma et al. 2016), tropical and boundary ocean current studies (e.g., Samson et al. 2017; Renault et al. 2019), and Arctic simulations (e.g., Maslowski et al. 2012; Cassano et al. 2017). In this paper we do not make detailed comparisons with other particular systems; instead, we highlight notable and unique aspects of R-CESM which should make it better suited for bridging the weather–climate gap—the key objective of R-CESM.

CIME. R-CESM is built upon the CESM2/CIME infrastructure. This infrastructure includes the support scripts (configure, build, run, test), a coupler component, data models, essential
utility external libraries, and other tools required to build a single-executable ESM. CIME uses a flexible hub-and-spoke intercomponent coupling architecture with CIME’s coupler component at the hub to which other component models are connected (Fig. 1 of Danabasoglu et al. 2020).

The CIME coupler functionality includes computation of air–sea surface fluxes. CIME also includes tools for generating user-defined mapping weight files that enable regridding between various resolutions in different component models. As such, R-CESM model domain geographic coverage and resolution settings are very flexible, potentially ranging from hundreds of meters to tens of kilometers at any geographic locations depending on user’s research focuses. In addition, R-CESM adds the functionality of using active regional models within the CIME’s global data models and allows coupling between regional and global component models. Some applications include (i) the Community Atmosphere Model version 6 (CAM6) can be coupled to ROMS in a user-specified region while data ocean model provides observed SST elsewhere, (ii) the Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (POP2) can be coupled to WRF in a regional domain while data atmosphere model provides observation-based atmospheric surface variables elsewhere of the globe, or (iii) using a slab-ocean component model coupled to WRF in a data atmosphere. This broad versatility further distinguishes R-CESM from other existing regional ESMs.

**WRF and CESM air–sea flux schemes options.** The R-CESM framework offers the unique opportunity to use WRF or CESM air–sea flux schemes and make a thorough comparison between them in an air–sea coupled modeling configuration. A comparison of the fundamental differences between the WRF and CESM air–sea flux schemes used in R-CESM is given in appendix B, and the resulting forms of the exchange coefficients for momentum (i.e., drag coefficient), heat, and moisture are illustrated in Fig. 1b. Notable differences in drag coefficients occur at very low and very high wind speeds. We focus our attention on the high-wind-speed regime due to our topics of interest here, although differences at low wind speeds may also be important. At high wind speeds, the drag coefficient in the CESM scheme increases monotonically while it is capped in the WRF scheme. It has been described by several authors that the drag coefficient for momentum levels off at high wind speeds, e.g., over 30 m s\(^{-1}\) (e.g., Donelan et al. 2004; Sanford et al. 2007; Richter et al. 2016; Curcic and Haus 2020), although field measurements at such high wind speeds, as in TCs, are still scarce.

For CESM air–sea flux scheme, Large and Yeager (2009) suggested a high-wind-speed form of the drag coefficient, but so far this has not been implemented in CESM2, partly due to the lack of high-wind-speed events in typical-resolution climate models, and partly due to the continuing uncertainty about the true form of the drag coefficient, i.e., the lack of observations, at such wind speeds.

In addition to uncertainty in the drag coefficient, the enthalpy exchange coefficients are not well known at high wind speeds. The standard CESM scheme shows these coefficients increasing linearly with surface wind speed (Fig. 1b), but recent field experiments have suggested there is no significant wind speed dependence of these coefficients in the hurricane boundary layer (Zhang et al. 2008; Haus et al. 2010; Bell et al. 2012), as suggested in the WRF scheme (Fig. 1b). However, large scatter exists in these observational datasets. R-CESM offers an ideal opportunity to examine the sensitivity of the TC evolution to different formulations of exchange coefficients, thus extending the results of Green and Zhang (2013) using a coupled model.

Advances in supercomputing have made high-resolution CESM simulations more widely used in the area of TC seasonal predictability and future projection studies (e.g., Bacmeister et al. 2014; Wehner et al. 2014; Small et al. 2014; Reed et al. 2015; Zarzycki et al. 2016; Li and Sriver 2018; Roberts et al. 2020; Chang et al. 2020). A natural question to ask is if, or to what extent, the current CESM flux scheme impacts the TC simulation
The R-CESM approach can readily address this question as shown in the TC hindcast experiments in the “Comparisons of air–sea flux schemes in tropical cyclones simulation” section.

**CLM4.** CLM4 (Lawrence et al. 2011) is the standard land component in the R-CESM system and is coupled to WRF through CIME. In the current model configuration, CLM4 has the same horizontal resolution as WRF and it employs nested hierarchical levels to represent land surface heterogeneity. For the first hierarchy, each grid cell consists of up to five subgrid “land units”: urban, vegetated, wetland, glacier, and lake. These land units within a single grid cell are driven by the same atmospheric forcing at the reference height. CLM4 contains sophisticated treatment of biogeophysics, hydrology, biogeochemistry, land use, and dynamic vegetation, and has options to describe dynamic vegetation processes responding to varying climate forcings as well as agricultural and urban environments.

Although CLM4 has been internally available as an independent land surface package in WRF since version 3.5, it has reduced functionality compared to the full CLM4 used in R-CESM in some major aspects as detailed in section “CLM4” in appendix A.

In summary, although several regional coupled models have been developed by the community, the aforementioned implementation of CIME infrastructure, CESM/WRF air–sea flux parameterization options and availability of full-functional CLM4 still make R-CESM unique and valuable. Two additional developments are underway (refer to the “Path forward” section for details), and the existing and upcoming capabilities of R-CESM will contribute significantly to high-resolution Earth system modeling studies and further applications.

**R-CESM applications**

This section illustrates three applications of R-CESM that focus on model climatology, extremes, and very small-scale air–sea interaction, respectively. Note that R-CESM results are compared with observations where appropriate, but not with other regional coupled model studies due to the inherent differences in the model settings and configurations such as domain sizes, initial and boundary conditions, run lengths, and physics and parameterization schemes.

**Gulf of Mexico climate simulation.** To illustrate R-CESM’s ability to make long-term regional climate simulations without any flux adjustments or restoring, a 9-yr-long Gulf of Mexico (GOM) simulation for the 2010–18 period was performed without the use of any nudging in the interior of the model domain. For this experiment, the CESM air–sea flux scheme was applied. The GOM is an ideal testbed for such an evaluation because of the presence of dynamical ocean features like the Loop Current and Loop Current eddy (Oey et al. 2005) as well as strong air–sea interactions associated with hurricanes (Jaimes et al. 2016). This GOM R-CESM is configured with a 3-km ROMS and 9-km WRF (see section “Summary of R-CESM Experiments presented in this paper” in appendix A for details about model initial and boundary conditions).

Comparison of annual-mean R-CESM SST with that from the 1/20°-horizontal-resolution Group for High-Resolution Sea Surface Temperature (GHRSSST; Donlon et al. 2007) product (Figs. 2a–c) shows that the R-CESM is able to simulate the mean distribution of SSTs in the Gulf of Mexico accurately with warmer (>27°C) SST in the Caribbean and Loop Current area and cooler waters (<25°C) along the coastal region. The difference between R-CESM and GHRSSST is less than 0.25°C in most of the GOM, a significant improvement from global high-resolution models with biases of 0.5°–1°C (see Fig. 3 of Small et al. 2014). The seasonal cycle of SST along a representative longitude of 86°W (Figs. 2d–f) also shows that R-CESM simulates the extent of warm (June–November) and cold (December–May) seasons, with a minimum
SST in February–March and a maximum SST in August–September as in the observations (Muller-Karger et al. 2015). However, the seasonal amplitude of SST change is slightly higher in R-CESM (by ~0.25°C) to the south of about 26°N. To validate the simulated ocean dynamics in R-CESM, we compare the geostrophic eddy kinetic energy (EKE, cm² s⁻²) from 1/4°-horizontal-resolution daily DUACS (Data Unification and Altimeter Combination System, http://www.duacs.cls.fr/) altimetry data with that from R-CESM in Figs. 2g–i. As in the DUACS data, R-CESM shows elevated EKE in the Loop Current region with similar magnitudes.

R-CESM’s fidelity in simulating atmospheric variability is examined by comparing the simulated precipitation with observations in Fig. 3. Over the continental United States, observed precipitation is based on the 4-km NCEP Stage IV data (Du 2011), while the 0.25° TRMM 3B42 (Huffman et al. 2007) is used in the rest of domain. From the annual-mean perspective, R-CESM generally reproduces the observed spatial patterns, especially over Texas and Oklahoma, but noticeably overestimates precipitation in high-altitude areas like the Appalachian Mountains and Sierra Madre, and also over Florida. Nevertheless, the present R-CESM yields a significant improvement in precipitation simulation compared to the global
high-resolution CESM1 simulation which shows dry biases over the southeast United States (e.g., see Fig. 13 in Bacmeister et al. 2014). Figure 3d further compares the probability distribution function (PDF) of daily accumulated precipitation from the observations and R-CESM simulation. The simulated frequency of weak-to-moderate precipitation (<40 mm day$^{-1}$) is remarkably consistent with the observations, but heavy precipitation (>40 mm day$^{-1}$) shows a positive bias, which contributes significantly to the simulated mean precipitation bias.

**Comparisons of air–sea flux schemes in tropical cyclones simulation.** As noted in the “WRF and CESM air–sea flux schemes options” section, one of the most important novelties of R-CESM is the ability to employ either the CESM or WRF air–sea flux schemes. To investigate whether the CESM air–sea flux scheme is suitable for simulating TCs compared to
the WRF scheme, we conducted two suites of TC hindcast simulations using R-CESM, one suite using the CESM scheme, the other the WRF scheme. The configuration employed a convection-permitting 3-km horizontal resolution (no nesting domain configuration) in the atmosphere and a submesoscale-permitting 3-km horizontal resolution in the ocean. Each suite of experiments considered 12 observed TC cases (appendix A) in the Gulf of Mexico with a seven-member ensemble for each TC case. Except the surface flux schemes, all other settings were the same, and the cumulus parameterization was turned off. The initial and boundary conditions for WRF and ROMS were directly derived from ERA5 (Hersbach et al. 2020) and Copernicus Marine Service global ocean data (see appendix A) without any data assimilation, and ensemble members were generated using Stochastic Kinetic Energy Backscatter (SKEB) scheme (Shutts 2005).

Figures 4a–c show the composite axisymmetric vertical structures of simulated TCs at their lifetime peak intensity for CESM and WRF schemes along with their difference. It is notable that the maximum tangential wind speed \( V_{\text{max}} \) simulated with the CESM flux scheme is significantly weaker than that of the WRF scheme by about 20%. Meanwhile, the radius of the maximum tangential wind speed at each vertical level as denoted by the blue lines in the figures, which represents the eyewall slope, shows a wider inner core with the CESM flux scheme, and thus a relatively weaker TC intensity and secondary circulation. Further, the TC-induced SST cooling by the surface wind drag in the CESM scheme is somewhat weaker than that in the WRF scheme (Figs. 4e,f), but both are colder than in observations (Fig. 4d). These TC peak intensity differences may partially be explained with the wind-induced surface heat exchange (WISHE) theory of Emanuel (1986, 1995): \( V_{\text{max}} \) is proportional to the ratio of enthalpy exchange coefficient \( C_k \) to the drag coefficient \( C_D \), and this ratio is smaller in the CESM flux scheme than in the WRF flux scheme (Fig. 4g), consequently resulting in weaker TCs with the CESM scheme.

The simulated TC maximum 10-m wind speed and minimum sea level pressure relationship formed by aggregating all 12 cases and their seven-member ensembles is shown in Fig. 4h, along with the best tracks of all TCs in the GOM during 1979–2018. Impressively, the WRF scheme yields a very similar best-fit curve to that from the observation, while the CESM scheme shows a notable problem: for a given pressure, the simulated 10-m wind speeds are too weak.

The present results suggest that the large-scale climate-oriented current CESM flux scheme systematically underestimates TC intensity compared to the WRF flux scheme that is developed specifically for weather applications. It should be noted that these suites of R-CESM TC simulations are performed with the nonhydrostatic WRF dynamic core at 3-km horizontal resolution, whereas the current highest-resolution CESM simulation (~14-km atmosphere) still uses a hydrostatic dynamical core. Thus, the above result of the CESM and WRF schemes for a convection-permitting 3-km grid may not be quantitatively applicable to climate models at coarser resolutions. However, these results still support the notion that the simulated TC intensity is highly sensitive to surface flux parameterizations, raising the question of whether a better TC pressure–wind relationship can be obtained if the current CESM flux scheme is modified following the suggestion in the appendix of Large and Yeager (2009) to cap off the drag coefficient at high wind speeds [see also Green and Zhang (2013) for discussion of the impact of capping the drag coefficient via altering the roughness length representation].

Although the WRF flux scheme shows remarkable consistency with the observed TC wind-pressure relationship in this study, we are not aiming to state the WRF flux scheme is the optimum choice, as the actual forms of surface exchange coefficients are still highly uncertain under high-wind conditions. A more comprehensive analysis, including assessing the role of capping drag coefficient of CESM flux scheme at high wind speeds in TC intensity, and its broader implications to CESM model will be presented in a separate study.
Fig. 4. Composite of azimuthally averaged distance–height cross sections of ensemble-mean tropical cyclone tangential wind speed (m s$^{-1}$; color shading) and secondary circulation (vectors; vertical velocity is scaled with a factor of 5 for clarity) at their lifetime peak intensity from (a) CESM, (b) WRF surface flux scheme, and (c) difference of the two. Gray dots highlight statistical confidence at the 95% level based on two-sided $t$ test, and vector anomalies are plotted only where the confidence level is above 95%. The blue curve denotes the radius of maximum tangential wind speed at each vertical level. Hurricane Harvey (2017) induced SST anomaly (°C) from (d) observations, (e) CESM, and (f) WRF surface flux scheme. SST anomalies are calculated by using GHRSSST or modeled seven-member ensemble mean on 26 Aug 2017 minus the 1–20 Aug 2017 mean. The observed and simulated ensemble-mean Harvey tracks are overlaid with solid black lines. Dashed lines indicate the individual ensemble member. (g) Neutral stability exchange coefficient ratios $C_E/C_D$ from CESM (blue) Fig. 4. and WRF (red) flux scheme as the function of 10-m wind speed. (h) Scatterplot of TC maximum 10-m wind speed and minimum sea level pressure. Blue and red dots denote the 3-hourly R-CESM outputs from CESM and WRF flux scheme, respectively, while black dots indicate the 6-hourly observation from GOM. The least squares quadratic best-fit regression lines are also overlaid.
Air–sea coupling in a submesoscale-permitting simulation. Oceanic submesoscales have lateral scales of $O(1–10)$ km and a vertical scale proportional to the mixed layer depth (e.g., Capet et al. 2008; Fox-Kemper et al. 2008; Thomas et al. 2008). They are generated by several mechanisms fueled by available potential energy in the surface boundary layer (McWilliams 2016). A rich literature exists on air–sea interaction at $O(100)$-km oceanic mesoscale processes (e.g., Small et al. 2008; Chelton and Xie 2010). Similar studies at $O(1–10)$-km scales, however, are daunting due to the computational cost incurred in fully coupled ocean–atmosphere simulations at these resolutions (e.g., Byrne et al. 2015; Renault et al. 2018). We present here results from a downscaled coupled simulation of the Kuroshio region with boundary conditions from an existing 9-km North Pacific coupled simulation (Ma et al. 2016). Our simulation has a nominal resolution of 3 km for both the atmosphere and ocean, and thus permits oceanic submesoscales. We ran the R-CESM model for the duration 15 October 2003 to 29 March 2004. For statistics, we only use fields collected after the first two weeks.

Figure 5a shows the time-averaged wind work after applying a two-dimensional horizontal box filter to the wind stress and surface horizontal velocities at every model time step to retain only scales greater than 102 km. In R-CESM, the wind stress formulation within CIME takes into account the ocean surface currents. The wind work (Fig. 5a) is mostly positive due to the

![Figure 5a](image-url)
atmosphere energizing the ocean at large scales. This sharply contrasts the wind work for scales between 18 and 102 km (Fig. 5b). The magnitude of wind work at these scales is considerably smaller compared to that at larger scales. Away from the coast, the strongest values are negative in sign and occur in eddy-rich areas in the vicinity of the Kuroshio Extension. A corresponding plot for scales 3–18-km (not shown) bears similar features, namely, decreasing magnitudes compared to larger scales but negative values dominating positive values. The negative values denote an energy sink, a transfer of kinetic energy from the ocean to the atmosphere. These results therefore show a reversal in the direction of coupling at scales finer than 100 km.

Figures 5c and 5d show binned averages of (i) the wind stress divergence [in N m$^{-2}$ (100 km)$^{-1}$] versus the downwind SST gradient (in °C km$^{-1}$) and (ii) the wind stress curl versus the crosswind SST gradient. We populate the bins using instantaneous values of the gradients in the wind stress and SST within the region identified by the black box (Figs. 5a,b) at every model time step, before computing the average within each bin. The nearly linear relationship among the binned averages of each of these pairs of variables at the mesoscales has received considerable attention in the literature (e.g., Chelton et al. 2001; Seo et al. 2007; Small et al. 2008; Song et al. 2009; Bryan et al. 2010; Putrasahan et al. 2013; Schneider and Qiu 2015). These studies show a larger slope for the response of the wind stress divergence to the downwind SST gradient compared to that describing the response of the wind stress curl to the crosswind SST gradient. The oceanic and atmospheric grid resolutions in the studies cited above are coarser than that used in our simulations (i.e., 3 km). Our results reproduce the linear relationship (Figs. 5c,d) with a couple of noteworthy differences. The downwind and crosswind SST gradients induce comparable responses in the wind stress divergence and curl, respectively, as measured by the regression slope. Second, the magnitude of the slope for either regression is considerably larger than those reported with coarser oceanic/atmospheric resolutions, e.g., 1.59 (Fig. 5c) versus 0.75 (see Table 2 in Bryan et al. 2010) and 1.65 (Fig. 5d) versus 0.53 (Bryan et al. 2010). These differences show stronger air–sea coupling in the presence of an oceanic submesoscale field. For reference, an SST gradient of 0.5°C km$^{-1}$ corresponds to a lateral buoyancy gradient $O(10^{-6})$ s$^{-2}$, typical of strong density fronts observed in the Kuroshio (D’Asaro et al. 2011). Hence, the regression presented here spans a range of SST gradients of relevance to that region. The results in this section convey the utility of R-CESM as an effective platform to study air–sea interactions at submesoscales within a fully coupled framework.

**Path forward**

Two active areas are under development to advance the capabilities of the R-CESM system.

**E-CESM.** In certain situations, it is desirable to have a two-way interaction between the global and regional model by running them simultaneously. This infrastructure has been tested within the R-CESM framework by enabling two different models for the same component, i.e., the Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (POP2, see appendix A) and ROMS for the ocean component, in the Embedded CESM (E-CESM, Fig. 6a). A key aspect of E-CESM is that SSTs from the two ocean models are merged before passing them to CIME to compute surface fluxes at every air–sea coupling time step (Fig. 6a). This merging is done on a multiscale coupling grid: a nonuniform grid with ROMS grid points where ROMS exists and POP grid points outside of it (Fig. 6b). Meanwhile the two ocean models communicate below the surface in two steps: ROMS receives lateral boundary conditions from POP2, and then the POP2 three-dimensional temperature and salinity are restored toward that of ROMS in the region of the ROMS domain. E-CESM will be provided within the R-CESM framework via github, but is essentially a separate module allowing global simulations with some regional detail.
This embedding technique has only been tested on the ocean component, but the method is generic and, theoretically, can be adapted for other components in the future. Prototype simulations have so far incorporated a ROMS domain for the GOM embedded in the standard...
nominal 1°-horizontal-resolution POP2 (Fig. 6b), for a 2-yr run. These simulations show mesoscale details in ROMS, such as the Loop Current, which are poorly resolved in POP2, and which are imprinted on the SST and thus surface heat flux field on the multiscale grid, allowing for suitable air–sea feedbacks (Figs. 6c,d). The standard deviation of sea surface height (SSH) in POP2 and ROMS components of the E-CESM simulation reaches maxima of about 14 and 24 cm, respectively (Figs. 6e,f, shading), the latter being comparable to observations (Small et al. 2014). Further, both components show Loop Current variability and eddy shedding (overlain gray contours): the 9-km ROMS can resolve these features, while for POP2 these features are due to the restoring of temperature and salinity to the regional model, as the standard POP2 in CESM lacks such variability (Small et al. 2014). It can be noted that there is some discontinuity at the eastern boundary (~76°W) in Figs. 6c,d as the fields transition from ROMS to POP2, which can be attributed to the large grid change (from 1° to 9 km) in the dynamic Gulf Stream region. A more ambitious but necessarily more computationally expensive future effort is to embed 3-km ROMS in the global high-resolution POP, at a nominal 0.1° horizontal resolution: the smaller transition in grid size should allow for smoother boundaries and let mesoscale ocean features enter the ROMS domain.

Another exciting new prospect would be to combine the above ocean setup with one of the CESM atmosphere components with mesh refinement, such as CAM-SE (e.g., as used by Zarzycki and Jablonowski 2014), so that both the ocean and atmosphere are similarly refined over a particular region.

“Online” ensemble coupled data assimilation. Although both ROMS and WRF have built-in data assimilation capability, assimilation can only be performed in an uncoupled mode (i.e., separately in each component) and is not compatible with our coupling framework. Thus, another ongoing R-CESM effort is to develop an ensemble-based coupled data assimilation (ECDA) capability for obtaining accurate and coherent initial conditions for regional prediction applications. The “online” ECDA procedure developed by Zhang et al. (2005, 2007), which embeds an ensemble Kalman filter algorithm into a forecast model as a set of subroutines, is one of the most promising techniques for ECDA in terms of computational efficiency.

We have implemented the “online” ECDA into R-CESM with preliminary evaluation using ocean surface observations with the same model configuration discussed in the “Gulf of Mexico climate simulation” section. Besides the free GOM simulation, we also assimilated the observed SSH using “online” ECDA. Figure 7 shows the SSH snapshots on 11 June 2010 in observations and various model simulations. Observations show a Loop Current eddy-shedding event (Fig. 7a), while the Loop Current eddy in the R-CESM free run (without data assimilation) shows some unrealistic features with eddy-related SSH extending too far north in the GOM, and too-low SSH in the coastal regions (Fig. 7b). Compared to the free run, the data assimilation run clearly shows an improved representation of the main Loop Current eddy shedding and coastal SSH that is in good agreement with observations (Fig. 7c). To evaluate this improvement in practical forecast applications, we conducted another free run initialized using the restart file on 30 May 2010 from the data assimilation run, which provides better initial conditions than the free run, and produced a successful prediction of Loop Current eddy-shedding event at a lead time of 12 days (Fig. 7d).

A suite of code developments and more evaluation ECDA experiments are on the way, and we plan to provide the “online” ECDA capability to the community in our next model release.

Summary

R-CESM is a novel system that allows the use of regional models of high resolution within the CESM framework. The advantages that come with this new system include, but are not
limited to (i) being open source, and having a potentially broad user base through its connection with CESM; (ii) use of the CIME infrastructure to connect WRF, ROMS, CLM4, and other CESM2 component models, and has extensive configuration flexibility; and (iii) embedding of regional models within global CESM2 configurations.

A few illustrative examples of the applications of R-CESM have been given. A 9-yr-long control integration revealed high fidelity in simulating GOM regional climate, considering key variables such as SST, precipitation, and ocean EKE. An ensemble of TC hindcast simulations allowed for assessment of the ability of R-CESM in capturing TC statistics at a 3-km resolution, with nonhydrostatic atmospheric physics, explicit convection, and different air–sea flux schemes. Submesoscale ocean processes were permitted in a 3-km-resolution coupled simulation of the Kuroshio region.

One of the major results of the study was that the WRF air–sea flux scheme, with the drag coefficients capped at high wind speeds, gave stronger TC intensity and more realistic surface pressure–wind relationships than the CESM air–sea flux scheme. Although we have only tested this finding in the nonhydrostatic regime (<10-km resolution), the result should also be of interest to global climate modelers using the CESM air–sea flux scheme at TC-permitting resolutions (~25 km).

In new developments, we have shown that the high-resolution ROMS could be embedded in a global ocean model POP2, in a configuration that allows simple two-way ocean feedbacks as well as a new multiscale coupling grid to communicate with the atmosphere. Further work is also ongoing with the “online” ensemble coupled data assimilation capability in the R-CESM system, and we seek to provide more comprehensive regional weather and climate forecast and reanalysis products in the future.

Further development of the R-CESM will include taking advantage of the CESM2 framework to include other component models (such as sea ice, river runoff) and enhanced capabilities to couple regional-in-global models (e.g., ROMS in POP2 coupled to CAM6). The paper has...
illustrated just a few examples of R-CESM applications—clearly it would be ideal to test it for many different regions and cases, and it is hoped that the potential user-base community (including the CESM community) can contribute to this. By broadening the usage and with a regular update cycle the R-CESM should become a valuable tool to aid both global and regional ESM development.
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**Appendix A: Model configurations**

**ROMS.** ROMS (Haidvogel et al. 2008; Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005) is a primitive equation, hydrostatic, free-surface, split-explicit ocean model with horizontal curvilinear coordinates and terrain-following “z–sigma” vertical coordinates (Lemarié et al. 2012; Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2009). The ROMS component of R-CESM uses identical settings in all configurations: harmonic horizontal mixing of momentum and tracers, the K-profile parameterization (KPP) scheme (Large et al. 1994) for vertical mixing, the fourth-order Akima horizontal and vertical tracer advection (Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005), and 50 layers in the vertical. ROMS receives surface fluxes from CIME. Open boundary conditions are configured with radiation and nudging schemes for the three-dimensional velocity and tracers, Chapman (1985) scheme for the free surface, and Flather (1976) scheme for the two-dimensional velocities.

The ROMS domain in R-CESM is designed to be slightly smaller than that of WRF (Figs. 1c,d) so that the WRF boundary artifacts (due to a dynamic inconsistency between WRF’s interior solution and prescribed lateral boundary conditions) do not affect the actively coupled ROMS region. To provide SST for the gap region between ROMS and WRF domains, a new X-ROMS (extended-ROMS) horizontal grid, which covers the WRF domain with matching grid points with ROMS grid over the overlapping region, has been used. The X-ROMS blends SST from ROMS with that provided from data [on X-ROMS grid, from the dataset used for ROMS initial and boundary conditions] before passing it to the coupler.

**WRF.** The Advanced Research version of the WRF Model (Skamarock et al. 2008) is a fully compressible, Eulerian, nonhydrostatic atmospheric model with a terrain-following vertical coordinate. In this initial release of R-CESM, the incorporated WRF version is 3.5.1. Besides
the inherited flexibility from original WRF (only three surface-layer schemes are available in the first release), WRF in the R-CESM configuration is also capable of receiving air–sea fluxes from CIME and bypass the WRF built-in surface-layer subroutines, which is one of the unique features in our open-source system. In this work, all the simulations are conducted with the Yonsei University (YSU) planetary boundary layer scheme (Hong et al. 2006), Purdue–Lin microphysics scheme (Lin et al. 1983), Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs (RRTMG) shortwave and longwave radiation schemes (Iacono et al. 2008). No cumulus parameterization is utilized in any set of experiments.

**CLM4.** CLM4 is the standard land component in the R-CESM system. There are several key differences between native CLM4 and WRF built-in CLM4 package. As of WRF3.5.1, lake and urban canopy models, including CLM4 urban parameterization (CLMU; Oleson et al. 2010b), are not available in WRF built-in CLM4, whereas they are actively working in R-CESM. This is of critical importance to assess the regional climate, as high population density makes urban climate significantly different from other land surface area and may have discernible impacts on the regional climate (Zhao et al. 2021). Second, the number of vertical soil levels in WRF CLM4 is 10 but it is 15 in R-CESM CLM4. Third, WRF CLM4 is “cold” started by direct interpolation of soil data from atmospheric reanalysis products (typically 4 vertical layers) using the WRF preprocessing system, while R-CESM CLM4 is first integrated for 10 years using the surface atmospheric forcing from reanalysis (CESM data atmosphere) products as spinup to “warm” start.

**POP2 (used in E-CESM).** POP2 is on a nominal 1° grid [1.125° in the zonal direction and meridionally between 0.27° at the equator and 0.54° at higher latitudes]. It has 60 vertical levels, with a 10-m grid spacing in the upper 100 m. The main parameterizations are of vertical mixing (KPP; Large et al. 1994), mesoscale eddies (Gent and McWilliams 1990), submesoscale eddies (Fox-Kemper et al. 2008), and dense overflows (Danabasoglu et al. 2012).

**Summary of R-CESM Experiments presented in this paper.** For sections “Gulf of Mexico climate simulation” and “Comparisons of air–sea flux schemes in tropical cyclones simulation”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment name</th>
<th>Section in the paper</th>
<th>Model domain</th>
<th>Horizontal resolution (km)</th>
<th>Surface flux scheme</th>
<th>Simulation period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long-time climate control</td>
<td>“Gulf of Mexico climate simulation”</td>
<td>Gulf of Mexico</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CESM</td>
<td>0000 UTC 1 Jan 2010–2100 UTC 31 Dec 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux comparison using tropical cyclones</td>
<td>“Comparisons of air–sea flux schemes in tropical cyclones simulation”</td>
<td>Gulf of Mexico</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CESM</td>
<td>At least 4 days, varies with case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux comparison using tropical cyclones</td>
<td>“Comparisons of air–sea flux schemes in tropical cyclones simulation”</td>
<td>Gulf of Mexico</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>WRF</td>
<td>At least 4 days, varies with case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1. Details of R-CESM model experiments presented in this paper.
simulation,” daily data from the Copernicus reanalysis (product 001_025 for 2010–15 and product 001_030 for 2016–18) from E.U. Copernicus Marine Service Information are used for ROMS initial and boundary conditions. Six-hourly CFSR (Saha et al. 2010; March 2010/11), CFSv2 (Saha et al. 2014; April 2011–18), and ERA5 are used to obtain WRF initial and boundary conditions in sections “Gulf of Mexico climate simulation” and “Comparisons of air–sea flux schemes in tropical cyclones simulation,” respectively. The sampled 12 intense TCs in the “Comparisons of air–sea flux schemes in tropical cyclones simulation” section include major hurricanes (category 3 and above) Michael (2018), Harvey (2017), Isaac (2012), Rita (2005), Katrina (2005), Lili (2002), Bret (1999), and Opal (1995) and relatively weak hurricanes (category 1 and 2) Hermine (2016), Dolly (2008), Claudette (2003), and Earl (1998). For section “Air–sea coupling in a submesoscale-permitting simulation,” existing R-CESM results for the North Pacific at 9-km resolution (Ma et al. 2016) are used for ROMS and WRF initial and boundary conditions. See Table A1 for more information.

Appendix B: WRF and CESM air–sea flux schemes

WRF hosts seven surface layer schemes based on various observational and theoretical studies as of the version 3.5.1 used in R-CESM. Out of these seven, three are available with the first public release of R-CESM, namely, the MM5 Monin–Obukhov scheme (Zhang and Anthes 1982), revised MM5 Monin–Obukhov scheme (Jiménez et al. 2012), and Pleim–Xiu surface layer scheme (Pleim and Xiu 1995). For simplicity, in this paper, we only discuss the MM5 Monin–Obukhov scheme (Zhang and Anthes 1982) with modified Charnock’s relation based on Donelan et al. (2004). Note that CESM2 has single air–sea flux parameterization scheme (referred to as the CESM air–sea flux scheme).

At a fundamental level the CESM and WRF schemes are both based on the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov 1954; reviewed, e.g., in Large 2006), where the vertical wind shear and vertical gradients of heat and moisture follow universal functions based on a stability parameter. Differences between the CESM and WRF schemes lie in how certain key features are formulated, summarized here in brief. The CESM scheme over ocean is based on semiempirical forms of the neutral exchange coefficients for momentum (drag coefficient) and sensible and latent heat (Large and Pond 1981, 1982; Large and Yeager 2004, 2009). Here we note that “neutral” refers to the value that would be observed under neutral air–sea stratification of buoyancy. In contrast to CESM, the WRF scheme does not explicitly prescribe the neutral exchange coefficients. Instead, the roughness lengths of momentum, and also those of heat and moisture are defined and computed. These denote the height at which a variable (wind or heat or moisture) reaches its surface value, in the well-known logarithmic form of the vertical profiles. The roughness length $z_o$ and the neutral drag coefficient at 10 m ($C_{Dn}$) are directly related by $z_o = 10 \exp\left(-\kappa \sqrt{C_{Dn}}\right)$, where $\kappa$ is the von Kármán constant. Thus, either prescribing the drag coefficient (basis for CESM scheme) or computing roughness lengths (basis for WRF scheme) can be used for computing fluxes and profiles, but with quantitative differences depending on how they are defined. In addition to the differences in the formulation of neutral exchange coefficients, the atmospheric stability correction function in the CESM scheme considers only two regimes (stable and unstable), while the WRF scheme yields four regimes (stable, mechanical driven turbulence, forced convection, and free convection), and thus is more comprehensive (see Table B1).

To use the CESM surface flux scheme from CIME with WRF, the flux coupler in CIME had to be adapted to compute and output several additional variables needed by the WRF boundary layer scheme. Those variables are listed in Table B1.
Table B1. The additional variables needed by the WRF to use CESM surface flux scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/Field</th>
<th>Description (What does variable measure/represent and for what purpose is it needed in WRF?)</th>
<th>Equation references</th>
<th>Variable name in WRF</th>
<th>Variable name in CESM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Richardson number</td>
<td>Measure of air–sea stability; used to define REGIMES of stability</td>
<td>e.g., over ocean: Zhang and Anthes [1982, Eq. (17)]; over land: Eq. (5.47) of Oleson et al. (2010a)</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>BR (new)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness length</td>
<td>A measure of roughness, strictly where the winds reach their surface value; used in log form of vertical profiles etc.; often termed $z_0$</td>
<td>Derived from neutral drag coefficient</td>
<td>ZNT</td>
<td>ZNT (new)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability parameter</td>
<td>Height divided by the Monin–Obukhov length, a key parameter in Monin–Obukhov similarity theory and flux scheme; a measure of stability; often termed $\zeta$</td>
<td>e.g., Large and Yeager [2004, Eq. (8a)] and Large [2006, Eqs. (15) and (16)]</td>
<td>ZOL</td>
<td>hol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-m actual wind velocity</td>
<td>10-m winds under actual stability (not neutral equivalent)</td>
<td>See footnote(^a)</td>
<td>U10, V10</td>
<td>U10, V10 (new)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction velocity</td>
<td>Required in WRF PBL scheme</td>
<td>Large and Yeager [2004, Eq. (7a)]</td>
<td>UST</td>
<td>ustar (new)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated similarity functions</td>
<td>Integrated versions of the similarity functions; often termed $\psi$; used to determine the profile</td>
<td>e.g., Large and Yeager [2004, Eq. (8c)–(8e)]</td>
<td>PSIM, PSIH</td>
<td>psim, psih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity functions</td>
<td>Functions of the stability parameter; used to determine the vertical shear; often termed $\phi$</td>
<td>See footnote(^b)</td>
<td>FM, FH</td>
<td>FM, FH (new)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability regime</td>
<td>Four regimes based on bulk Richardson number; describes the type of stability</td>
<td>e.g., Zhang and Anthes (1982, sections 2c,d)</td>
<td>REGIME</td>
<td>REGIME (new)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Derived from $W_{10} = W_{z_{\text{bot}}} \times \left(1 + \left(\frac{C_{D}}{\chi}\right) \ln(10/z_{\text{bot}}) + \phi_{m}(z_{\text{bot}}) - \phi_{m}(10)\right)$ where $W_{\psi}$ is wind speed at height $z$, $z_{\text{bot}}$ is the level of the model state variables (lowest model level), and $C_{D}$ is drag coefficient at that same level and stability. The wind direction at 10 m is assumed the same as at $z_{\text{bot}}$.

\(^b\) Derived from the integrated similarity functions $\psi$, e.g., for momentum $m = \ln z_{\psi} - m_{z_{\psi}}$, where $z_{\psi}$ is roughness length and $z$ is height. For heat and moisture, it uses a similar form with roughness length for heat and moisture derived from Eqs. (9), (12), and (13) of Large and Yeager (2009).


